Betty met a (yeti, yetti, yettee) in the mountains of Tibet. She cooked him some (spagetti, spagheti, spaghetti) and she baked him a (bagette, baguette, baguete). And when the food was ready and the dishes all were set, the yeti (swallowed, swollowed, swalowed) Betty and said, "Mmmm. The best one yet."

So that's the end of Betty, but you needn't be (upset, upsett, upset) unless you meet a yeti in the (mountains, mountains, mountins) of Tibet. Then just stay calm and (steddy, stedy, steady). Don't be (nervous, nervus, nervouss). Don't you fret. And don't cook him spaghetti or, who knows what you might get?

-- Kenn Nesbitt

Answer the questions below.

1. What do you think a yeti is? _________________________________________________

2. Where did Betty meet the yeti? _______________________________________________

3. What did Betty cook the yeti? ________________________________________________

4. What did Betty bake the yeti? ________________________________________________

5. What did the yeti say after swallowing Betty? ____________________________________

6. Do you think the yeti exists? Explain your answer below:
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________

Underline the correct spelling of the word in brackets to complete the rhyme.